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ABSTRACT 
We study the partitions of a graph G with vertices labeled 1,2,. . . , n. A matrix 
notation for partitions is devised which reflects a partial order among partitions and 
provides a matrix characterization (in terms of the adjacency matrix A of G) of a 
coloration or equitable partition. An especially useful partition is one based on the 
number of walks issuing from each vertex. This is not generally a coloration (sufficient 
conditions are given) but nevertheless plays a special role relative to colorations. The 
spectrum of 6, Sp( G), has a “main part,” the set of eigenvalues with an eigenvector 
not orthogonal to e (the column of 1s). We disprove a conjecture of Harary and 
Schwenk about the main part of the spectrum and prove an alternate characterization. 
The walk partition appears here and also in a relation between the main parts of the 
spectra of G and G, its complement. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let M be a matrix having n rows. We partition the vertices of a graph G 
(labeled 1,2,. . . , n) “according to the matrix M ” by placing vertices i and j in 
the same class if the i th and $h rows of M are identical [7]. The resulting 
partition is denoted P(M). Any partition can be recorded by using a matrix 
which we now define. 
DEFINITION 1. Let 
p= (V,,V,,...,V,> 
be a partition of the set V of vertices of a graph G into m < n nonempty 
classes. An indicator matrix of P is an n X m matrix X such that 
1 
Xij = 
if vertex i is the class Vj, 
0 otherwise. 
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Obviously, X is a 0,l matrix with one 1 in each row and at least one 1 in 
each column. Moreover Xe = e, where e stands for a column of 1s (of size 
dictated by context). The effect of right multiplication of X by a permutation 
matrix is to produce another indicator for the same partition, but with 
different labels for the classes. Of course, P(X), the partition of G according 
to the matrix X, is just the partition we started with. 
DEFINITION 2. Let P,, Pz be two partitions of the same graph G. Then 
we say that Pr is coarser than Pz (or PI is a condensation of Pz) if each class in 
P, is a union of classes in P2. We use “ < ” to denote the relation “coarser 
than.” 
This relation, which is a partial order on the set of all partitions of V, can 
be described in terms of indicator matrices. If P, and Pz are two partitions 
with indicator matrices Xi and X,, then P, < Pz if and only if 
x1 = x,x (1) 
for some matrix X, which has the same characteristics as an indicator matrix. 
In effect, the multiplication of X, by X shows that each class of X, is formed 
by joining together some classes of X,. Because of the matrix relation (1) 
above, we have chosen to say “P, is coarser than P2” rather than “P2 is a 
refinement of P,,” which is more commonly used. 
2. WALK PARTITION AND COLORATIONS 
Let G be a graph with n X n adjacency matrix A. It is well known that the 
column A’e, for integer I > 0, is a list of the number of walks of length 1 
starting from each of the vertices. Consider the n x k matrix 
W, = [e, Ae, A’e ,..., A”-‘e], (2) 
whose columns are just such lists. The rank of W, is described by this lemma 
PI. 
LEMMA 1. There exists an integer p >, 1 such that 
rank W, = 
i 
k if k<p, 
P if k&p. 
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We shall call W = W, the walk matrix of the graph G. The partition P(W) 
determined by W (see [7]) is called the walk partition; the number o of 
classes in P(W) is at least p, the rank of W. Two vertices are in the same class 
if the same number of walks of length I starts from each of them. For 
1 = 0, 1,. . . , p - 1 this is obvious; for 1 > p this is a consequence of the fact that 
AW=WC 
for some p X p companion matrix 
‘0 0 0 --* 0 CP_i 
1 0 0 ... 0 C= cr_a 
0 1 0 -*. 9 5-3 
\ & . & . i,. . : ..*. . .i . .&. . 
(3) 
(4 
DEFINITION 3. Let N(U) be the set of the vertices of G adjacent to the 
vertex U, and IN(u)] be the number of these vertices. Then a partition 
P= {V,,V,,...,V*> 
of the vertices of G is called a coloration (or equitable partition; see [l, p. 
1161 and [8, p. 1591) if for all i, jand for all u, o in y 
pV(t4)nvjl=pV(v)nV,I. (5) 
If P is a coloration, we associate with it an m X m matrix B = [b,J, where 
bij= (N(u)nq (6) 
for any u E y. Such a matrix is called a coloration matrix. (See [5, p. 4451 and 
B P- l(W) 
The importance of defining the indicator of a partition in Definition 1 lies 
in the fact that we obtain this useful characterization of a coloration, which is 
just a restatement of the definition in matrix terms. 
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THEOREM 1. Let X be the indicator matrix of a partition P of the vertices 
of a graph G. Then P is a coloration if and only if 
AX=XB (71 
for some k X k matrix B, where k is the number of classes in P. 
It is well known that any partition of the vertices of G into the orbits of a 
subgroup of the automorphism group of G is a coloration. This includes the 
extreme case of a partition into singletons. At the other extreme we find that 
the walk partition has a special role, as expressed in this theorem. 
THEOREM 2. The walk partition of a graph G is a condensation of any 
coloration. 
Proof. Let X be the indicator of a coloration P, so that 
AX=XB 
for some coloration matrix B. Then 
W= [e,Ae,...,Apdle] 
= Xe,AXe,...,APp’Xe] [ 
= Xe, XBe,...,XBp-‘e] C 
=xw 
where W’= [e, Be,..., BP-‘e], which is the matrix of walks of the (multidi-) 
graph with adjacency matrix B. 
Now, vertices i and j are in the same class in P if and only if 
( ei - ej)‘X = 0 
where e, is the mth column of the identity matrix of an appropriate size. 
Hence 
(ei - ej)‘Xw’ = (ei - ej)TW = 0, 
and so vertices i and jare in the same class in P(W). Thus P(W) < P. n 
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COROLLARY. Let G be a graph tiith n vertices. lf the number of classes 
in P(W) is equul to n, then the automorphism group I’ of G is trivial. 
Proof. Observe that P(W) is the partition into singletons in this case, 
and since P(W) is coarser than any possible coloration, the only possible orbit 
partition of the vertices of G is the partition into singletons. Hence I is trivial. 
W 
The walk partition, which is a lower bound on colorations, is itself a 
coloration in many cases, some of which are covered by this theorem. 
THEOREM 3. If the rank of W is equal to the number of classes in P( W ), 
then P(W) is a coloration. 
Proof. Let X be the indicator of P(W). 
matrix Z such that 
w=xz. 
Then there exists a nonsingular 
Indeed, Z is the square matrix whose rows are the different rows of W. It is 
nonsingular, because W has independent columns. Furthermore, a companion 
matrix C exists [see (3) and (4)] such that 
AW=WC. 
Combining the last two equations, we find that 
AXZ = XZC, 
AX = XZCZ-‘. 
Then by Theorem 1, P(W) is a coloration and B = ZCZ-’ is the coloration 
matrix. n 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the graph G shown in Figure 1, whose adjacency 
matrix A and matrix of walks Ware 
I 
0 0 1 1 
A= o o 1 1 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 0 iy 
w= 






Moreover, we have 





c=(; ;‘), z=(; 23). 
1 
Then WV= ~K2),(3,4~) is a coloration, and the coloration matrix is 
B=ZCZ-‘= ; ; ~ ( 1 
In many cases, the walk partition is a coloration, even when the number of 
classes far exceeds the rank of W. Professor Brendan McKay provided the first 
example to the contrary, shown in Figure 7 of [3]. The referee supplied a 
smaller example, our Figure 2. In both graphs, there are two vertices (solid 
colored in Figure 2, the roots of the trees in Figure 7 of [3]) that lie in the 
same class of the walk partition but do not fulfil the coloration condition. The 
referee further observes that the vertices in question are removal-similar, in 
both examples [4]. However, in the graph of Figure 3, the solid colored 
FIG. 2. 
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FIG. 3. 
vertices are again in the same class of the walk partition, but are neither 
pseudosimilar nor in the same coloration class. 
Sometimes P(W) coincides with some orbit partition, but P(W) can be a 
coloration without being identical to any orbit partition. For example, the 
walk partition of the graph shown in Figure 4 is 
P(W) = {{1,2,3,4>,(5,6,7,8>), 
which is a coloration, but not an orbit partition. 
FIG. 4. 
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3. SPECTRA OF GRAPHS 
Let x i, . . . ,X, be the distinct eigenvalues of Sp( G), the spectrum of a 
graph G. Let Nk be the number of walks of length k. Obviously 
Nk = eTAke. 
Further, it is known [l, $1.81 that 
Nk = f d&. 
i=l 
(9) 
The muin part of Sp(G) [l, $1.81 is defined to be the set M of eigenvalues 
having nonzero coefficients in (9). It is known (see [5, p. 4451) that di * 0 if 
and only if A has some eigenvector x associated with Xi such that eTx += 0. 
Harary and Schwenk [5, p. 4451 conjectured that if B is the coloration matrix 
of the coarsest coloration, then B has order ]M 1 and M is the set of the 
eigenvalues of B. 
We disprove this conjecture. Consider the graph G shown in Figure 5. We 
find that the walk partition is 
P(W) = ({1,2,3>,(4,5,6>,(7>), (10) 





0 3 0 I (11) 
FIG. 5. 
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By Theorem 2, P(W) is the coarsest coloration of G. The spectrum of B is 
found to consist of 0, +2. The spectrum of G is ( - 2, - 1, - l,O, 1,1,2}, and 
its main part is M = {0,2). Thus M is different from the spectrum of B, the 
smallest coloration matrix. 
A correct alternative to the conjecture of Harary and Schwenk is given by 
our next theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let W be the walk matrix of a graph G with adjacency 
matrix A. Then the main part of the spectrum of G is exactly the spectrum of 
the companion matrix C such that 
AW=WC. 
Proof. First suppose that h is in M. As we observed, there must be an 
eigenvector x such that 
Ax = hx, xTe f 0. 
Then also, 
xTAW = xTWC = xTAW. 
And, since e is the first column of W, we have xTW * 0. Thus h is an 
eigenvalue of C, and xTW is an eigenrow associated with h. 
Now let A be an eigenvalue of C, and y * 0 be such that 
(c-XI)y=O. (12) 
Then, premultiplying by W and using Equation (3), we find that 
W(C-AZ)y=(A-XZ)Wy=O. (13) 
Since W has independent columns, Wy * 0; thus Wy is an eigenvector 
associated with X as an eigenvalue of A. We claim that 
eTWy * 0. (14) 
To prove (14), notice that 
AkWy = WCky = hkWy, k=O,l,... . (15) 
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Now, suppose that eTWy = 0. Then we have 
eTAk Wy = eTXk Wy = XkeT Wy = 0, k=O,l,... * 
Consequently, WTWy = 0. But W has independent columns, so y = 0, which 
is a contradiction. Thus (14) is proved, and h E M. n 
It is worth mentioning that the conjecture of Harary and Schwenk [S] 
holds if the number of classes in P(W) is equal to p, the rank of W. Indeed, 
the companion matrix C and the coloration matrix B of the coloration of 
smallest size are similar in this case, as appeared in Theorem 3 above. But, if 
p < IP(W then the set of the eigenvalues of C is properly contained in the 
set of eigenvalues of B, and the conjecture fails to hold in such cases. 
It is known (see [l, Theorem 4.51, [6, Theorem 21, and [8, Theorem 41) 
that the characteristic polynomial of the coloration matrix of any coloration of 
a graph G divides that of the adjacency matrix of G. This fact is a corollary to 
our next theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let P, and Pz be two colorations of the same graph G, such 
that P, < Pz. Let B, and B, be the corresponding coloration matrices respec- 
tively. Then Sp( B,) c Sp( B,). 
Proof. Let Xi and X, be the indicator matrices of P, and Pz respectively. 
Then 
x, = x,x 
for some indicator matrix X. But the coloration condition is 
AX, = X,B,, 
AX, = X,B,. 
Therefore we obtain these equalities: 
X,XB, - X,B, = AX, = AX,X = X,B,X. 
Since X, has independent columns, we conclude that 
XB, = B,X. (16) 
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Equation (16), together with the fact that X has independent columns, 
completes the proof. l 
Let us illustrate by an example. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the graph given in Figure 5. 
(i) The rank of the walk matrix is 2, and the companion matrix C such 
thatAW=WCis 
c= 0 0 
i 1 1 2’ (17) 
Its spectrum is the set {0,2}, which is equal to the main part of Sp(G). 
(ii) We found that the walk partition P, = P(W) in (10) above is a 
coloration, and the coloration matrix B, has eigenvalues 0, + 2. 
(iii) The partition 
Pz = {{1>,{2,3>,(4>,(5,6>,0) 
is readily shown to be a coloration satisfying Pl < P2. The spectrum of B,, the 
corresponding coloration matrix, consists of 0, + 1, _+2. 
From the calculations above, we see that 
sp(c) c SP(&) c SP@) c SP(G). 
4. SPECTRUM OF THE COMPLEMENT OF A GRAPH 
Let G be a graph and A its adjacency matrix. Let G be the complement 
graph of G. Then the adjacency matrix 2 of ?? is given by 
X=K-A, (18) 
where K = eeT - Z is the adjacency matrix of the complete graph of the same 
size as G. 
Now, consider the matrix 
TVk = [e, Xe, Pi2e ,..., P'e]. 
It is mentioned in [5, p. 4471 that a coloration of G of smallest size is also a 
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coloration of c of smallest size. Indeed, this is a consequence of the following 
technical lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be the complement graph of a graph G. Let W, and wk 
be as defined in (2) and (19) respectively. Then the jth column of wk is a 
linear combination of the first j columns of W,, and the coefficient of the jth 
column Ai-‘e in the linear combination is ( - l)j-‘. 
Proof. L,e5j be the jth column of the identity matrix of size k. Then the 
jth column of W, is 
(29) 
If we imagine the last expression expanded by the “binomial theorem,” it is 
clear that: (1) each term in that expansion will be a multiple of one of the first 
j columns of W,; and (2) there is just one term, namely ( - l)j-‘Ai-%, that is 
a multiple of the jth column of W,, and the coefficient is precisely as claimed. 
n 
From Lemma 2 above we conclude that 
w=WT (21) 
where T is an upper-triangular matrix in whichdjj = ( - l)j-l. Observe that w 
and W have the same rank, and that P(W) and P(W) are identical. 
Therefore P(W) is a coloration if and only if P(w) is. 
Since W is the walk matrix of G, there is a companion matrix c such that 
-- -- 
AW = WC. (22) 
However, we know from Equation (21) that w = WT, so 
;Iw= WTCT-‘. 
Now the product on the left may be calculated as 
xW=(eeT-I-A)W=eeTW-W-AW. 
The row matrix eTW is 
(23) 
eT e, Ae,..., [ AP-le] = [eTe,eTAe,...,eTAP-Id]= [No,N~,...,Np-l], 
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where Ni = eTAie is just the number of walks in G of length i. Thus 
157 
AW=eeTW-W-AW 
= We,e*W- W- WC 
=w(u-c), 
where U is the upper-triangular matrix given by 
U= 
No-1 Ni N, *.* NP_i 
0 -1 0 *.* 0 
0 0 -1 . . . 0 
0 (j ;, . . . -‘l 
(24) 
(25) 
Using (23), (24), and the fact that W has independent columns, we conclude 
that 
U-C=TCT-‘. (26) 
Thus, we have proved the following. 
LEMMA 3. The two companion matrices C and c defined above are 
related by (26), where T is nonsingular and U is given by (25). 
It is known that the nonmain part of Sp(c) can be found from the 
nonmain part of Sp(G). For, if h E Sp(G) and x is (see [5], Theorem 41) an 
eigenvector associated with A such that eTx = 0, then - 1 - X E Sp(c) and x 
is an eigenvector of Kassociated with - 1 - A. 
We conclude this paper by giving an observation on the main parts of the 
spectra of G and c. Recall that Theorem 4 above asserts that the main part of 
Sp(c) is equal to the spectrum of C defined by (22). By Lemma 3 above, the 
characteristic polynomials of C and U - C are equal. One method of finding 
this polynomial is the following. Let 
R=U-c+z= 
No Nl 0.. N,_, N,_,-c,_, 
-1 0 f.’ 0 - 5-2 
0 -1 . . . 0 - cp-3 
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We may find PR( A), the characteristic polynomial of R, by solving the system 
Rx = Ax (28) 
with 
x=(x1,x2 ,..., xp_lJ) 
T 
forxp-l,xp-2,..., x1, then eliminating these xi from the first equation of (28). 
We find that 





Ti=(-l)i Ni_,_Ci_,_ c Ni_j-lcj-I . 
j= 1 1 (30) 
Then we can find the desired polynomial 
P,-(A) = P,_,(X) = P,(X + 1). (31) 
Finally we illustrate the previous idea by a small example, realizing that 
the idea is more useful for larger graphs. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the graph given in Figure 5. We found the 
companion matrix C in (17). Moreover, since NO = rr = 7, we have 
)-J= %-I 
i o _“,)=(i !21). 
From our observations above, then, 
P,(X) = x2 - (No - cop + ( - 1)2( Nr - cr - NOCO) 
= x2 - 5A - 2, 
I?& A) = P,( x + 1) = x2 - 3h - 6. 
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So the main part of Sp(G) is 
We wish to thank the referee for his valuable suggestions. 
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